
Development and Production of Metal Industrial Parts for Heavy Duty Usage

Just
ask
us...



Metal and technics are important in the far-reaching industrial 

development. When combined, they are a powerful tool for man,

enabling spectacular achievements. These two strong pillars have 

been the solid base for the current service Matecs is offering and 

has been offering for over forty years.

We
know
how



Metal and technics hold no secrets for Matecs. The 

company is both producer and supplier of competent 

overall solutions, varying from engineering, construction, 

machining, assembly and repair to complete purchase 

support. This wide service, the professional knowledge 

and the many years of experience allow the company to 

call itself a prominent contact point within the metal-

processing industry. Beside this, Matecs has specialized in 

the precision machining of metal and is gladly challenged  

by the complexity and/or the size of  the requested 

end product. In this field in particular, Matecs is able to  

practice its know-how and capacities that distinguish it 

from others to the fullest. 

Different sectors
The varying metaltechnical products of Matecs are 

delivered to a broad range of (inter-)national customers 

in several industries. It is this diversity in production, 

the flexibility and availability of knowledge that define  

Matecs as your partner. Matecs concentrates on the needs 

of her customers and think with you in case of technical 

problems. Regular clients fully trust the problem 

solving power of Matecs and therefore  

often hand over the whole project. 

Not only because Matecs knows 

how to do it, but also because 

nearly all metal technical  

disciplines are available at 

the same location.

Complex matters



Yes I can and Yes I will isn’t the same, but it is for Matecs. We invest a lot in 

“we can”. We can provide knowledge and skills, men and machines, but we 

are also willing to find a solution, no matter how difficult your question is. 

Quality and service for every technical problem. 

Yes
we
can



We are the one you need for standard machining 

jobs, such as welding, boring, milling, cutting and tur-

ning. But we also do construction, repair and service. 

From engineering, drawing, measuring, manufacturing, 

assembly, stock keeping to logistics: we can do it all from 

A to Z. We have the right tools and the right people:  

our well-equipped machinery complies with the latest 

technical standards and our experienced staff members 

are well-trained.

Capacity, precision 
and qualitycontrol

For the precision machining of large and complex 

pieces of work, Matecs has about 6000 square meters 

of shopfloor at its disposal, various cranes and a number 

of machining centers. Thus supplying machining capa-

city and the technical facilities  to deliver precise made- 

to-measure goods, no matter what the sizes or  

specifications are.

When required additional quality controls are  

executed and measurement reports are sup-

plied. Quality is supervised on an on-going 

basis and can be verified by certifying  

bodies such as Bureau Veritas,  

DNV, ABS and Lloyd’s Register 

when needed.

 

Experts in 
machining



Service is not just the manufacturing and supply of a finished product. 

We think service is all about the work of man. Our staff  lives up to their 

promise and guarantee good quality and reliable serve. Their passion for 

the job, flexibility and drive are the reason Matecs does well.    

Sure
we
do



We stand for professional service. Our innova-

tive organisation is ready to be at your service and to 

think along with its customers. Matecs is seen as an  

experienced and valuable partner in the development and 

production of tailor-made solutions. Our clients use the 

solid advice we can give, and the service when it comes 

to measuring, drawing and engineering. Also our service 

in the field of repairs and overhauls is often used. 

Matecs has been developing several wear resistant  

solutions where the combination of metal and poly-

urethane can extend the life span or decrease the down 

time of an installation, thus saving a lot of money in 

various industries.

Ready and aiming
for the future 

Matecs knows the importance of continuation 

in management. Therefore we have invested a lot in 

the last years in the expansion and innovation of our  

machinery, but also in the system for resource planning, 

thus offering our clients several advantages. But we 

are not forgetting the importance of the human factor: 

our skilled staff is given further training on a regular 

basis and we closely cooperate with regional training  

institutes, offering trainee posts, so that young metal 

workers can practice. 

Matecs plans 

ahead: we are 

open-minded 

towards new 

ways of solving 

problems and new 

ways of innovating, always 

in a socially responsible way.

More than production



Schotsbossenstraat 16

4705 AG  Roosendaal  

The Netherlands

T +31 (0)165 581 840

F +31 (0)165 581 849

E info@matecs.nl

www.matecs.nl

Feel free to ask...
Having a technical/metal problem? We think with you, 

offer solutions and are gladly challenged, so feel free to ask! 

Call, e-mail us or make an appointment!


